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IT is no longer a question of if but when the Prime Minister 
Thomas Thabane will retire. Last week, Dr Thabane an-
nounced that he was retiring because his stamina was gone 

after more than five decades in the civil service and in active pol-
itics.

It does not matter that some think the real reasons are the 
murder allegations levelled against him and the pressure from 
his own All Basotho Convention (ABC) party. What matters most 
is that Dr Thabane is going and now that he has agreed to step 
down after the processes to appoint his successor have been 
finalised, the nation and it’s development partners are keenly 
watching the ABC to see how it will handle the succession issue.

We are also watching the unfolding developments and it is our 
hope that the ABC will seize this opportunity to not only preside 
over a smooth process but more importantly settle on a deserv-
ing candidate with the right mix of appeal to all sectors as well as 
the right credentials to lead the country out of the socio-econom-
ic and political challenges.

At the height of the ABC’s infighting in June last year, the party 
legislators loyal to deputy leader, Professor Nqosa Mahao joined 
forces to file a no confidence motion against Dr Thabane in par-
liament.

They proposed ABC chairperson Samuel Rapapa as the Care-
taker Prime Minister in place of Dr Thabane. Now as Dr Thabane 
edges towards the exit door, we do not for a second believe that 
Mr Rapapa is a shoe-in to succeed him.

Even other party stalwarts like Prof Mahao and secretary gen-
eral Lebohang Hlaele are not in the running because they do not 
meet the constitutional requirements which state that a prime 
minister should only be appointed from members of the national 
assembly, we still think there will be jostling among party heavy-
weights for the top post.

There will probably be acrimony and mudslinging among the 
aspirants but we hope that at the end of it all, the party will still 
close ranks and everyone rallies behind the chosen successor.

The ABC has no other choice but to lead the way by uniting 
because disunity and a consequent split could precipitate snap 
elections which- even by the admission of opposition Lesotho 
Congress for Democracy leader, Mothetjoa Metsing- the country 
can ill-afford them.

 We simply don’t have the money to fund snap elections and 
even if we had it, it would be better spent on education, health or 
any other developmental programme.

In any event, the country needs to embark on fresh exercise to 
delineate electoral constituencies and the voters’ roll is said to be 
in shambles and in need of updating. All of this requires a vibrant 
and functional Independent Electoral Commission (IEC). Unfor-
tunately the elections body is dysfunctional on account of there 
being no commissioners to replace the trio of Mahapela Lehohla, 
‘Mamosebi Pholo and Makase Nyaphisi whose contracts were 
not renewed by the government when they expired in January 
2019.

All these are compelling reasons why the ABC has no choice 
but to close ranks and avoid a damaging split that could collapse 
the government after nominating Dr Thabane’s successor.

The ABC has an excellent opportunity to nominate a deserving 
candidate who will appeal to the previously feuding factions as a 
unifying force. 

The ideal candidate must also be one with sufficient interna-
tional clout to appeal to regional, continental and international 
development partners. This must be someone with the requisite 
understanding of international relations to ensure that we do not 
fall foul of our regional, continental and international commit-
ments.

We would not want a repeat of the embarrassing debacle 
where the country has been issuing contradictory statements 
on the Morocco-Western Sahara conflict when the regional and 
continental position is very clear that Western Sahara has a right 
to self-determination and independence.

We therefore urge ABC members to be alive to the fact that 
theirs is a huge task with local and world implications. The task of 
choosing Dr Thabane’s successor is not a Mickey Mouse game, it 
calls for high-mindedness on the part of everyone involved.
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Of memory and not forgetting

Thabane successor: 
ABC must put nation’s 

interests first

Words of
Wisdom

Marianne Merten

REMEMBERING the past is a conscious 
act. And who we remember in public 
spaces is a signifier of a nation’s values.

Amid the cobblestones of Bebelplatz in 
Berlin, just where Humboldt University 
stands in what used to be part of East Ger-
many, is a glass pane. Smallish, maybe 60cm 
by 60cm. Below is a stark white room with 
empty bookshelves.

This memorial commemorates the 1933 
book burning by the Nazis, whose student 
union on 10 May that year destroyed the 
writings of hundreds of freethinking authors, 
philosophers and scientists. A bronze plaque 
embedded in the cobblestones explains.

In the shadow of the university, this is a 
powerful caution. A reminder of how an act 
that may have been spectacular in its mob 
optics should have served as a warning of the 
terror that unfolded.

The Bebelplatz memorial is easily over-
looked. Not so the Memorial to the Murdered 
Jews of Europe, 2,710 stelae over 19,073 
square metres just off Brandenburg Gate and 
the Bundestag, Germany’s parliament.

Arising from journalist Lea Rosh’s proposal 
for a “memorial as a visible commitment to 
action” made during a 1988 panel discussion, 
on 25 June 1999 the Bundestag passed a res-
olution for its construction. It was completed 
in May 2005.

It is a stark reminder of Nazi terror and 
murder. It’s a caution for it never to be al-
lowed to happen again. Even if right now in 
Europe, as in the United States and the Unit-
ed Kingdom, right-wing forces and populism 
are on the rise — and as South Africa is getting 
its own dose of fascist populism.

Memorials are of the act of remembrance 
— like the commemoration of the 75th an-
niversary of Auschwitz’s liberation at the 
memorial to Europe’s murdered Jews on 27 
January 2020 — a caution against forgetting, 
but also an account of how a city is shaped.

In Helsinki, there are public boards at 
many intersections showing how the cross-
roads looked, say 100 years ago, through the 
contrast of a rather provincial snapshot with 
the reality of a bustling avenue.

So too in Berlin. Boards along the side-
walks explain the architecture — how a sum-
mer getaway palace became a block of flats, 
or how after blocks of buildings were razed in 
World War II, the East Germans built “luxury 
apartments” that still exist today.

The structure with the greatest impact 
was the wall that cut through Berlin. Today 
it’s clearly visible, with paving stones mark-
ing the course of the wall in many parts of 
the now unified German capital. 

At the Bundestag the wall literally put the 

bombed-out Reichtstag, as it was known, on 
the side of the Western Allies and the MPs’ 
offices on the East side.

The graffiti of Russian soldiers liberating 
Berlin in May 1945 is integral to the Bun-
destag building today as is a more modern 
tribute to democracy — a column on which 
flashes the transcripts of House debates.

The Wall Memorial at Bernauer Strasse 
graphically illustrates how a community was 
divided in one fell swoop in 1961. On the wall 
of one broken terrace of housing is a gigantic 
photo depicting Garten Strasse then. The 
now with construction at the underground 
train station is today’s reality.

Rusted iron rods running along the paving 
stones marking the route of the wall are one 
part of the memorial, fragments of the origi-
nal wall, including foundations for spotlights, 
are another.

As are markers to those who fled, or tried 
to flee.

It is this attention to the individual histo-
ries and acts of ordinary persons that runs 
like a golden thread through the memorials 
against forgetting.

Acts of courage, victims and survivors are 
honoured by their individual recognition – in 
name, and through images and personal pos-
sessions.

This is a historical perspective that hon-
ours Everyman — and goes beyond elite hag-
iographies.

Significantly, in this approach to memory 
and not forgetting, the perpetrators of the 
Nazi terror and murders are held accountable 
also by being identified by name, in photos 
and in survivors’ accounts — even if those 
Nazis committed suicide, escaped abroad or 
received minimal jail terms. 

And the Nazi correspondence that chilling-
ly lists numbers of people killed is on display 
to highlight the guise of legitimacy Nazis gave 
the terror and murders of millions of Jews, 
and those of different political convictions, 
gays, physically and mentally disabled, the 

Roma and Sinti.
Many of the memorials are less than 3o 

years old, as the November 1989 fall of the 
wall appears to have been a catalyst. But the 
more recent memorials are not at odds with 
others such as the Soviet War Memorial in 
Tiergarten, dedicated to the Russian soldiers 
who fell, as the inscription states, in the fight 
against fascism.

The decision to support all these memori-
als from the public purse is crucial — as is the 
free admission at most. The memorials are 
part of the official Visit Berlin website.

Berlin’s memorials against forgetting are 
a public expression of a commitment to not 
allow the emergence of the inhumane, the 
atrocious and the undemocratic

They are living history that places the indi-
vidual at the centre — in tribute to acts of cour-
age, determination and persistence against 
terror, but also in condemnation of participa-
tion and complicity in the Nazi terror.

Herein lies a crucial lesson for South Africa. 
— DM

l Marianne Merten has written on Par-
liament since 2016 for Daily Maverick. 

The views in this article do not 
reflect those of the Sunday Express, 

but those of the writer.

It isn’t the mountains ahead 
to climb that wear you out; 
it’s the pebble in your shoe. 

— Muhammad Ali
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Sharon Wood

We are paying 
the price for bad 

governance
ELSEWHERE in this edition, we carry the sad story of the gar-

nishing of the country’s water royalties in South Africa to pay 
off a multi-billion maloti damages claim against the govern-

ment.
A German solar firm, Frazer Solar, was awarded the massive £50 

million (M856 million) damages for the government’s alleged breach 
of a 2018 deal the two parties had agreed for various solar projects to 
be implemented in Lesotho.

The damages were awarded in a default judgement by a South Af-
rican arbitrator after the previous Thomas Thabane-led government 
inexplicably chose not to attend the arbitration hearings despite be-
ing notified of them.

That failure is a big issue on its own as it points to lack of serious-
ness on the part of the people elected and entrusted to lead this coun-
try to development and prosperity. 

How does one simply choose to ignore serious proceedings where 
so much is at stake? 

Another serious issue arising from the debacle is how the govern-
ment actually operates. Is there cooperation and consensus or do the 
various ministries operate in silos and at cross purposes with one 
another? 

We ask this question because the then Minister in the Prime Min-
ister’s Office, Temeki Tšolo, is said to have signed the binding solar 
agreement with Frazer Solar only for the current Prime Minister 
Moeketsi Majoro, who was finance minister at the time, to refuse to 
sign the financing agreement without which the project could not be 
implemented.

The whole issue has now come to haunt the country as we are be-
ing forced to pay almost a billon loti for a project which was never 
implemented.

When the damages story of the broke last week in the local and 
international media, both the premier and the Communications, Sci-
ence and Technology Minister Keketso Sello put on a brave face.

No government assets anywhere in the world would be seized by 
anyone to pay off any supposed debts because they are protected 
from seizure by international laws, they said.

Dr Majoro even said he was only hearing about the issue from the 
media for the first time. 

Even now, after the reports that the Gauteng High Court had or-
dered the garnishing of our water royalties to pay off the damages, 
the premier is only talking about the government “mobilising its 
resources to ensure that it challenges the move to garnish water 
royalties and also to ensure that its property is safe from seizure by 
anyone or any company”. 

The horse has already bolted from the stable Mr Prime Minister. 
Wiser heads than our own will also say that you are only seeking 
shelter when the rain has beat you down and you are soaking wet. 
The garnish order was granted on 29 April 2021 and it has already 
been effected by the sheriff of the Gauteng High Court. Now, almost a 
month later, the premier is still talking about “mobilising resources”.

Addressing the media on Botswana President Mokgweetsi Masisi’s 
visit last week, Dr Majoro noted that although the two countries have 
similar populations of 2 million each, Botswana has pulled ahead of 
Lesotho in terms of economic development.

“Botswana is speeding,” Dr Majoro observed. It is not difficult to 
see why this is the case. Botswana has a serious development-orien-
tated cabinet and government bureaucracy which will not enter into 
any agreements without due diligence and a cost-benefit analysis. 

  You will not hear reports of ministers pulling in different direc-
tions and taking a lackadaisical approach when confronted with is-
sues that could cost the country without any tangible benefits.

Lesotho is paying the price for bad leadership. We are paying for 
having a government which runs the country as though it were a 
tuck shop.

There is nowhere for our government to run. It is sad that the 
country will have to pay for the sheer negligence on the part of those 
in government. Perhaps we should have laws where government of-
ficials are also held personally liable for such unmitigated disasters.

Post-pandemic pathway: The 
uncharted road to global 

economic recovery
CLARITY on a post-pandemic global econo-

my is unlikely to come soon — so expect 
the unexpected, hunker down for further 

volatility and don’t, whatever you do, overreact.
It’s been a May full of mixed messages for the 

global economy. With each economic statistical 
surprise, and there have been many, market 
sentiment swings 180 degrees: from anticipat-
ing higher than expected inflation to hunkering 
down for lower than expected growth.

A good example of this was the latest Chinese 
retail sales figures, which came in well below 
expectations, growing by 17.7 percent year on 
year in April versus the consensus estimate of 
25 percent.

The disappointing figures were seen as a pos-
sible early sign that the world’s second-largest 
economy’s impressive recovery had started to 
wane — an economic outcome that would have 
a significant impact on the global economy 
should it materialise. 

In its response to these retail sales numbers, 
ING described China’s economy as “a recovery 
picture with stains on retail sales”. It says the 
slowdown was moderate in almost every item, 
except for cosmetics, jewellery, and home appli-
ances, which experienced bigger declines. 

“We believe that this reflects postponed con-
sumption to save for discounts in the Golden 
Week holiday in May, during which sellers offer 
more discounts on online shopping platforms. 
So, this could be a temporary slowdown, and if 
so, we should see a moderate rebound in May.”

Then Chinese industrial production data re-
leased on Monday were relatively strong, ac-
cording to UBS chief economist Paul Donovan. 
His interpretation: “This is a global signal, given 
China’s leading role as a manufacturing hub. 
There may be specific supply chain problems, 
but there is little evidence of widespread issues 
(the goods produced have to go somewhere).”   

He emphasised the importance of China con-
tinuing to build domestic demand because Eu-
ropean and US consumers are likely to “switch 
spending to having fun”. This is a point that has 
been raised by other economists: retail sales are 
a relatively narrow indicator of consumer de-
mand because they include demand for goods. 
The view is that as the Covid threat diminishes 
and movement restrictions are lifted, demand 
for “experiences” will overtake demand for 
“things”. Thus, broader indicators of consumer 
spending would be a more reliable indicator of 
how much consumers are actually spending. 

However, should these nascent signs of weak 
consumer demand prove lasting, it would be a 
particular setback for China, where the govern-
ment’s focus has been on getting its domestic 
economic engine going to balance the external 
forces currently driving the economic rebound.

To date, China’s economy has benefited far 

more from external demand for 
its goods, exporting to the rest 
of the world. To counter this de-
pendency, the authorities have 
put the necessary monetary and 
fiscal measures in place to ensure 
the recovery proves resilient in 
the face of changing global cir-
cumstances and, as such, proves 
more sustainable. 

The Chinese consumer-de-
mand trends are of particular sig-
nificance to market participants 
because it has been the country 
that has led the way in the eco-
nomic recovery after the shock 
shutdowns last year — and the 
challenges it experiences may 
well face other economies down 
the line. 

In a recent article published 
by the World Economic Forum, 3 
reasons why consumer demand 
matters for the post-Covid-19 re-
covery, McKinsey spells out three 
reasons why consumer spending 
is so important to the global eco-
nomic recovery and, as such, why 
it needs to be so carefully moni-
tored:
•   It is more important than ever 
to the economic recovery;
• The recovery in consumer 
spending will be uneven; and
•   Consumer spending is going to 
be different after the pandemic.

On the second point, McKinsey 
argues that the recovery in con-
sumer spending will be uneven 
because of the uneven impact of 
the pandemic, and predicts that 
there will be “many different re-
coveries based on circumstances, 
geographies, age and income”.

On the third point, McKinsey 
says: “The pandemic is sure to 
leave lasting marks on consumer 
behaviour as long-standing hab-
its — more spending on servic-
es, greater digital adoption and 
more time and money spent out 
of the home — have been inter-
rupted, expedited or reversed.” It 

points to the likelihood of ongoing 
digital adoption, online shopping 
and streaming services, along 
with home nesting, contactless 
restaurant menus and digital tools 
in education.

These are all critical points, 
which highlight, now more than 
ever, how short-sighted it would 
be to interpret what could poten-
tially lie ahead from a single statis-
tical surprise that could well prove 
to be an outlier given the unprec-
edented nature of the economic 
dynamics at present. 

Deep changes are afoot and tra-
ditional interpretations of largely 
backward-looking statistics are 
unlikely to reveal the new realities 
for many months, perhaps years, 
to come.

At home, economists are talk-
ing about the upside risk to their 
growth forecasts based on the lat-
est better-than-expected mining 
and manufacturing figures. Add-
ing to their optimism has been 
mobility statistics showing that 
South Africans have still been ac-
tive into the second quarter, not-
withstanding the steep rise in the 
number of daily Covid cases and 
the real prospect of a third wave 
of infections. 

In the US, the jobless statistics 
that proved to be the biggest dis-
appointment ever were shortly 
followed by the higher-than-the-
highest consumer inflation expec-
tations — upending financial mar-
ket sentiment in quick succession. 

The plethora of unanticipated 
economic outcomes in May so 
far confirms that the outlook for 
a post-pandemic global economy 
is more unpredictable than ever, 
a reality that is reflected in the 
terms that are being used to de-
scribe the unfolding economic 
recoveries across these countries: 
unbalanced, uneven, uncharted 
territory, choppy, and divided.

It’s clear the new, or next, nor-
mal is not yet within sight and 
that, until the outlook clears, it’s 
best to expect the unexpected and 
avoid overreacting to each set of 
data that comes out looking omi-
nous or does not align with expec-
tations.

 — DM/BM
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Majoro cornered over 
M856 million damages 

Pascalinah Kabi 

PRIME Minister Moeketsi Majoro 
and his government have no-
where to hide. It is no longer a 

question of if but when Lesotho will 
pay heavily for the failure of the pre-
vious Thomas Thabane administra-
tion, which Dr Majoro was part of, to 
honour its side of a 2018 M1, 7 billion 
solar energy deal with a German so-
lar company, Frazer Solar.

This after the office of the sheriff 
of South Africa’s Gauteng High Court 
garnished water royalties due to the 
Lesotho government in terms of the 
Lesotho Highlands Water Project 
(LHWP) agreement for the transfer 
of water to South Africa.

The garnished money will be used 
to pay Frazer Solar who were award-
ed £50 million (M856 million) dam-
ages for the alleged breach of the 
2018 deal between the two parties.

Gauteng Deputy Sheriff Khensani 
Ngobeni garnished the royalties 
last week after the Gauteng High 
Court granted Frazer Solar’s appli-
cation to be paid from the Lesotho 
government’s water royalties. The 
solar company had argued that the 
Lesotho government had repeatedly 
failed to honour a January 2020 de-
fault judgement by a South African 
arbitrator to pay damages for the al-
leged breach of the 2018 deal.

The damages were awarded by a 
South African arbitrator, Advocate 
Vincent Maleka. Adv Maleka was 
appointed by the Johannesburg Bar 
Council at the request of Frazer So-
lar who argued that the terms of its 
agreement with the Lesotho govern-
ment provided for the appointment 
of an arbitrator in the event of either 
party breaching the contract.

Prime Minister Moeketsi Majoro 
was finance minister at the time of 
the deal. He later refused to sign the 
financing agreement for the project 
aimed at providing Lesotho with 40 
000 solar water heating systems, 20 
megawatts of solar power capacity, 1 
million LED lights and 350 000 solar 
lanterns over four years.  Mr Tha-
bane’s office had already signed the 
main supply agreement, the com-
pany claimed. 

The botched deal has now come 
back to haunt Dr Majoro after the 
Gauteng High Court garnished pay-
ments due to the Lesotho govern-
ment as royalties for the sale of wa-
ter to South Africa in terms of the 
LHWP agreement.

The court also directed the sheriff 
of the court to collect the money due 
to the Lesotho government from the 
Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority and 
make the necessary arrangements to 
pay Frazer Solar its damages claim 
as well as other payments including 
arbitration fees. The Trans-Caledon 
Tunnel Authority is South Africa’s 
implementing arm of the LHWP in 
terms of the treaty which was signed 
between the two countries in 1986.  

According to the court registrar’s 
11 May 2021 letter to the sheriff, the 
garnished monies should facilitate 
the payment of the £50 million dam-
ages to Frazer Solar, a pre-award in-
terest of £754 273 (M12 921 224) and 
a post-award interest of M1 134 109.

There is a further £650 800, 71 (M9 
059 145) to be paid as costs of the ar-
bitration and another M422 337, 50 
in “fees of the arbitrator”.

The Lesotho government could 
pay far more after the court registrar 
also said, “all other costs and charges 
of the applicant (Frazer Solar) …to 
be taxed according to law, besides all 
your costs thereby incurred”.

The court registrar’s letter fol-
lows the 29 April 2021 Gauteng High 
Court judgement in favour of Frazer 
Solar’s application for the enforce-
ment of the damages awarded to it 
by Advocate Maleka.

The application was heard by 
Judge Colin Lamont who ordered 
that “the following awards grant-
ed in favour of the applicant and 
against the Kingdom of Lesotho in 
terms of the arbitral award dated 28 
January 2020…is made an order of 
this Honourable Court”.

“The respondent (Lesotho govern-
ment) is ordered to pay the applicant 

was lobbying institutions around the 
world to help attach Lesotho’s prop-
erties to pay off the damages claim. 
If we really owed them money, the 
first thing would have been for them 
to come to Lesotho and get us to pay 
them. But Lesotho’s properties here 
and overseas are protected and we 
don’t think the action that they are 
proposing will succeed. But in the 
next few weeks, we will understand 
what is going on,” Dr Majoro said.

In a separate interview with the 
Lesotho Times on Wednesday, Com-
munications, Science and Technol-
ogy Minister Keketso Sello denied 
that the government ever signed a 
contract with Frazer Solar for the 
implementation of the solar project. 
He said the government was now 
“applying its mind” on how best to 
address the matter. 

“The nation must be rest assured 
that Lesotho is not going to have its 
assets seized by anyone. We will not 
allow that to happen. After all, our 
assets are protected from seizure by 
international protocols and no one 
will lay claim to such assets because 
of disputed contractual obligations,” 
Mr Sello said. 

But court papers filed by Frazer 
Solar have shed more light on the 
issue. 

They show that despite being 
informed and invited to arbitra-
tion proceedings arising from the 
botched deal, the previous govern-
ment inexplicably chose not to at-
tend, thus leaving the arbitrator with 
the easy task of ruling in favour of 
Frazer Solar’s damages claim.  

According to the court papers, the 
solar project deal was sealed in 2018 
following meetings Frazer Solar held 
with then Prime Minister Thabane 
whose office signed the main supply 
agreement.

The company said that a written 
supply agreement was concluded, 
signed in September 2018 by Robert 
Frazer on behalf of Frazer Solar, and 
then Minister in the Prime Minister’s 
Office, Temeki Tšolo on behalf of the 
Kingdom of Lesotho. 

“The financing agreement would 
be finalised by the Minister of Fi-
nance (Majoro),” Frazer Solar fur-
ther states. 

However, the project stalled in 
October 2018 when Dr Majoro al-

legedly refused to sign the financing 
agreement. 

“In October 2018, Frazer Solar 
wrote to the Ministry of Finance to 
establish the reasons for the delay 
in finalising the finance agreements. 
Frazer Solar was told by the Minis-
try that the project required cabinet 
support and leadership from the 
Ministry of Energy. However, this 
support had already been confirmed 
by the office of the Prime Minister, 
which could not explain the minis-
try’s refusal to execute the financial 
agreement,” Frazer Solar states. 

Following Dr Majoro’s alleged re-
fusal to approve the project, Frazer 
Solar said it was left with no choice 
but to commence arbitration pro-
ceedings in South Africa.  It said due 
to non-cooperation by the Lesotho 
government, it approached the Jo-
hannesburg Bar Council to appoint 
an independent arbitrator. 

It said Advocate Maleka was ap-
pointed arbitrator in its dispute with 
the Lesotho government. In August 
2019, Adv Maleka found in Frazer 
Solar’s favour on the grounds that 
the Ministry of Finance “obstructed 
implementation by refusing to con-
clude the relevant Finance Agree-
ment”.

Contacted for comment on the 
garnishing of Lesotho’s water roy-
alties in South Africa, Dr Majoro’s 
press attaché, Buta Moseme yester-
day maintained that Dr Majoro had 
not been aware of the deal when it 
was signed by Mr Tšolo on behalf of 
the government in 2018.

“Indeed, when the Prime Minister 
said we are taken aback by the latest 
move, he meant that he was shocked 
by the (arbitration) judgment be-
cause he was not aware that of the 
signing of the whole deal,” Mr Mo-
seme said in an interview with the 
Sunday Express.

“All government projects are dis-
cussed, approved or rejected by the 
cabinet. As with all others, this par-
ticular project needed government 
approval. It is true that the deal was 
brought to the premier’s attention 
and Prime Minister Majoro, then 
in his capacity as finance minister, 
categorically indicated that this deal 
must be referred to the cabinet for 
approval. He indicated that he can-
not, on his own, commit the country 

. . . as SA court garnishees Lesotho’s water royalties to pay off damages to German solar firm
to this project.

“The government is now mobi-
lising its resources to ensure that it 
challenges the move to garnish wa-
ter royalties and also to ensure that 
its property is safe from seizure by 
anyone or any company,” Mr Mo-
seme added. 

This publication also contacted Mr 
Tšolo, the man who appended his 
signature to the botched deal.

“What are they saying I signed? 
What is a supply agreement? Do you 
think they are telling you hard facts 
here? When a man proposes love to 
a woman, does that mean they are 
already dating simply because there 
is a proposal on the table? A white 
man (Robert Frazer), came here 
with very old shoes and wasted his 
money staying in hotels. He is now 
interpreting his tabling of the pro-
posal to the government as a signing 
of an agreement. 

“I don’t understand this thing. This 
white man stayed in hotels and I in-
troduced him to Majoro, (then For-
eign Affairs and International Rela-
tions Minister Habofanoe) Lehana 
and (then Development Planning 
Minister Tlohelang) Aumane and all 
of them didn’t approve this project. 

“How can I, then sign the agree-
ment? It is terrible that my name is 
being soiled to score cheap political 
points. I didn’t sign anything; this 
thing was not even discussed at cabi-
net level. Procedurally, Majoro ought 
to have signed that agreement after 
cabinet approval. I did not sign any 
agreement, I was only involved in 
the coordination process,” Mr Tšolo 
said yesterday. 

But Frazer Solar insists that Mr 
Tšolo signed on behalf of the Lesotho 
government and Dr Majoro was the 
stumbling block to the implementa-
tion of the project through his refus-
al to sign the financing agreement.

“On 16 October 2018, Mr Frazer 
then contacted the Minister of Fi-
nance, Minister Majoro to establish 
why the execution of the financing 
agreements was delayed. Minister 
Majoro informed him that the pro-
ject had to be led by the Minister of 
Energy and had to receive cabinet 
support,” Frazer Solar states in its 
court papers. 

“As far as Minister Tšolo and the 
Office of the Prime Minister were 
concerned the project had received 
the necessary support of the govern-
ment of Lesotho and they did not 
understand why Minister Majoro 
refused to execute the finance agree-
ments. 

“It emerged later on, from local 
media reports, that Minister Majoro 
supported a different renewable 
project that would be developed in 
Mafeteng in Lesotho. He had signed 
that project on behalf of the Leso-
tho government. That project was 
funded by a Chinese-owned state 
bank Exim Bank to the tune of M1, 
4 billion.”

Frazer Solar further states that 
sometime in November 2018, Mr 
Frazer who had been in Lesotho, 
received death threats and he was 
advised by his local partners to flee 
the country because it was no longer 
safe for him to remain in the country 
“in light of comments made on Face-
book by supporters of Dr Majoro. 

He is said to have eventually left 
the country on 7 December 2018. 

In addition to petitioning the Gaut-
eng High Court, Frazer Solar last 
week approached the federal court 
in Washington D.C to compel the 
government to pay the damages for 
the alleged breach of the contract.  

damages in the sum of £50 million;
“The respondent is ordered to pay 

pre-award interest in the amount of 
£754 273;

“The respondent is ordered to pay 
post-award interest calculated at the 
rate of 1, 7 percent per annum from 
the date of the award to the date of 
payment and payable in Euros;

“The respondent is ordered to 
pay costs of the arbitration…the re-
spondent is ordered to pay costs and 
fees of the arbitrator in accordance 
with the arbitrator’s invoice. The re-
spondent is directed to pay the costs 
of this application.” 

Following the court ruling, Gaut-
eng Deputy Sheriff Ngobeni wrote to 
the Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority 
informing it of the decision to gar-
nish Lesotho’s water royalties. In his 
17 May 2021 letter to the Authority, 
Mr Ngobeni states that the Authority 
is strictly forbidden from releasing 
any monies to the Lesotho govern-
ment until the damages to Frazer 
Solar and other related costs have 
been settled.

“Take note that, in pursuance of 
writ of execution directed to me 
under the hand of the High Court 
of South Africa, Gauteng Local Di-
vision, Johannesburg I have this 
day laid under judicial attachment 
the right, title and interest of the 
Kingdom of Lesotho, the execution 
debtor in and to, monies held with 
Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority 
Limited, in respect of the amount of 
£50 million, £754 273 for pre-award 
interest, post-award interest of M1 
134,109 (20 January 2020 to 28 May 
2021 which is subject to change de-
pendent on date of payment) costs of 
£650  800, costs and fees of the arbi-
trator of R422 337, 50 and all further 
costs of the execution of the writ of 
execution. 

“You are under no circumstances 
allowed to release the said amount 
interdicted by this attachment or to 
effect payment thereof to any party 
without the prior written instruc-
tion from this office. This attach-
ment will only be complete as soon 
as payment of the amounts specified 
in the warrant of execution have 
been demanded from the execution 
debtor or his representative and a 
copy of the warrant and this notice 
of attachment have been served on 
the execution debtor,” Mr Ngobeni 
states in his letter. 

The garnishing of the royalties 
is a heavy price to pay for the cur-
rent government which only a few 
days ago boasted that there was no 
way Frazer Solar could seize any of 
its tangible or intangible assets as 
they were protected by international 
agreements.

Dr Majoro on Wednesday said he 
was not even aware that the previ-
ous government, which he was part 
of, had agreed a solar power deal 
with Frazer Solar. He told journalists 
that Frazer Solar had not contacted 
them on the issue and they only 
read about plans to seize the govern-
ment’s assets in the South African 
media.

“We learnt of an award to a com-
pany called Frazer Solar in the South 
African and international newspa-
pers yesterday (Tuesday). We were 
taken aback by this but we are 
studying this arbitral award and we 
will respond appropriately in due 
course. We are surprised because 
this was awarded in South Africa 
when we have courts in Lesotho but 
we are trying to understand why this 
happened. 

“The company indicated that it 

MOEKETSI Majoro.
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